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ARCHIVUM MATHEMATICUM (BRNO)Tomus 33 (1997), 109 { 120ON SOLUTIONS OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONSWITH \COMMON ZERO" AT INFINITYArpad Elbert and Jaromr VosmanskyDedicated to the memory of Professor Otakar BoruvkaAbstract. The zeros ck() of the solution z(t; ) of the dierential equation z00 +q(t; ) z = 0 are investigated when limt!1 q(t; ) = 1, R1 jq(t; )   1jdt < 1 andq(t; ) has some monotonicity properties as t!1. The notion c() is introducedalso for  real, too. We are particularly interested in solutions z(t; ) which are\close" to the functions sin t, cos t when t is large.We derive a formula for dc()=d and apply the result to Bessel dierentialequation, where we introduce new pair of linearly independent solutions replacingthe usual pair J(t), Y (t). We show the concavity of c() for jj  12 and also forjj < 12 under the restriction c()  2(1  2).1. Introduction.Almost 50 years ago O. Boruvka introduced the function '1(t), known as therst dispersion which can be dened as the rst right zero of a solution of thesecond order dierential equation(1.1) z00 + q(t) z = 0vanishing at t. This function is studied in [1] and is connected to the transforma-tion theory of (1.1). The method, using similar transformation as in [1] is usede.g. in [6] to study distribution of zeros and certain quantities, connected to zeros.In case when the coecient q(t) in (1.1) involves some parameter  the solutionsdepend on the parameter and the zeros can be considered also as functions of thisparameter (see e.g. [5]). Up to now the ususal approach was to x one nite zeroof a solution for all  2 J . Our aim here is to \send" this xed zero to innity.This paper is concerned with the dierential equation(1.2) z00 + q(t; ) z = 0; t 2 I = (0;1);  2 J; 0 = ddt1991 Mathematics Subject Classication : 34C10, 34A30, 33A40.Key words and phrases: common zeros, dependence on parameter, Bessel functions, highermonotonicity.This research is supported by grant 201/96/410 of the Czech Grant Agency (Prague) andHungarian Foundation for Scientic Research Grant T 016367.1
110 A. ELBERT, J. VOSMANSKYwhich is oscillatory at innity but not oscillatory at t = 0. There is dened alsothe zero c() for any real  as a function of a parameter  and derived some itsgeneral properties.Then application is made to the Bessel dierential equations, namely the con-cavity of c() is proved almost for all  and t > 0 and certain new properties ofBessel function are derived.The function f(t) is said to be of class Mn(0;1), briey Mn or monotonic oforder n on (0;1), if it possess n (n  0) continuous derivatives satisfying(1.3) ( 1)i f (i)(t)  0 for t > 0 and i = 0; 1; : : : ; n:2. Preliminary results.Consider the family of dierential equations (1.2) where we assume(2.1) limt!1 q(t; ) = 1; Z 1 jq(t; )  1j dt <1 for  2 J:Let(2.2) q0 2M2 (or q 2M3) and q(t; 1)   q(t; 2) 2M2 for 1 > 2:Let x = x(t; ), y = y(t; ) denote a pair of solutions of (1.2) such that theirWronskian w(x; y) := xy0   x0y = 1 for all  2 J :It is known (see e.g. [5], [6]) that the function v(t) := x2+y2 complies with theso called Mammana identity(2.3) M(v) := v00v   12v02 + 2qv2 = 2which is the rst integral of the Appel equation(2.4) A(v) := v000 + 4qv0 + 2q0v = 0:From [6], [7], [2] follows that the assumptions (2.1) and (2.2) imply the existenceof certain exceptional unique solution (principal solution) v = v(t; ) of (2.4) suchthat v 2M1, (or v0 2M0), [v(t; 1)  v(t; 2)] 2M1 for 1 > 2 and(2.5) limt!1 v(t; ) = 1; Z 1 j1  1v(t; ) j dt <1:Consider now the set of solutions z(t; ) of (1.2) having common zero at t = c0for all  2 J . Such solution can be expressed (see e.g. in [6], [7]) as(2.6) z(t; ) = constpv(t; ) sin(Z tc0 1v(s; ) ds)
SOLUTIONS OF BESSEL EQUATIONS WITH COMMON ZERO AT INFINITY 111with some const6= 0. From this it is clear that the zero of this solution z(t; ) nextto c0 occurs where the relation Z tc0 1v(s; ) ds = holds. This will be the rst zero c1(). The notion of the second zero c2(), thethird zero c3() and so on, as a function of  is natural. We can extend this notionof ck() with k = 0; 1; : : : to c() (see [8]) for  2 R by the relation(2.7) Z c()c0 dsv(s; ) = :The notion of noninteger  as index was introduced for the Bessel functions in [3],[4].Dierentiating (2.7) with respect to , we get(2.8) c0() = dd c() =  Q(c(); );where(2.9) Q(t; ) =  v(t; ) Z tc0 @v(s; )=@v2(s; ) ds:3. Dierential equation for the function Q(t; ).Lemma 3.1. Let v(t; ) complies with the Mammana identity (2.3) and let thefunction q(t; ) be continuously dierentiable with respect to . Then the functionQ(t; ) dened in (2.9) is a solution of the inhomogeneous third order dierentialequation(3.1) A(Q) = 2 @@ q(t; )where the operator A is dened in (2.4).Proof. In the sequel we make use of the abbreviation v = v(t; ) = @v(t; )=@.Dierentiating Q(t; ) in (2.9) with respect to t, we obtainQ0 =  v0 Z tc0 vv2 ds  vvQ00 =  v00 Z tc0 vv2 ds  v0vQ000 =  v000 Z tc0 vv2 ds  v00v + v00 v   v0v0v2
112 A. ELBERT, J. VOSMANSKYhence(3.2) A(Q) =  A(v) Z tc0 vv2 ds   1v2 (v00v + vv00   v0v0 + 4qvv):By our assumptionM(v)  2 which implies A(v) = 0. Dierentiating (2.3) withrespect to , we have@@M(v) = v00 v + v00v   v0v0 + 2qv2 + 4qv v = 0;hence the value of A(Q) in (3.2) is reduced to (3.1), which proves Lemma 3.1. Consider the following pair x, y of solutions of (1.2):(3.3) x = pv cos(Z tc0 dsv(s) ); y = pv sin(Z tc0 dsv(s) ):Direct calculation shows that their Wronskianw(x; y) = x(t; )y0(t; )  x0(t; )y(t; ) = 1 :Dierentiation with respect to  gives(3.4) x = v2pv cos(Z tc0 dsv ) +pv Z tc0 vv2 ds sin(Z tc0 dsv );y = v2pv sin(Z tc0 dsv )  pv Z tc0 vv2 ds cos(Z tc0 dsv ) ;hence by (2.9)(3.5)  x yx y  =  v(t; ) Z tc0 v(s; )v2(s; ) ds = Q(t; );which is in accordance with [5], where the function c() is dened as a zero of thelinear combination cosx(t; ) + siny(t; ) with xed .Let us check what happens if in the representation (3.3) c0 varies. We observethat c0 may tend to 0 if the integral R+0 ds=v is convergent. But this is equivalentto the fact that the solutions of (1.2) are not oscillatory at t = 0, and indeed, wehave this assumption. In case c0 = 0 the pair of solutions in (3.3) becomes(3.6) x0(t; ) =pv(t; ) cos(Z t0 dsv(s; ) ); y0(t; ) =pv(t; ) sin(Z t0 dsv(s; ) );and correspondingly(3.7) Q0(t; ) =  v(t; ) Z t0 v(s; )v2(s; )ds:
SOLUTIONS OF BESSEL EQUATIONS WITH COMMON ZERO AT INFINITY 113However, c0 can not be replaced by 1 in (3.3) because the integral R1 ds=v isdivergent. Owing to our choice of v(t; ) as principal one, by (2.5) we can use thefact that the integral R1(1  1=v)ds is convergent (see [7]). Let N () and '(t; )be dened by(3.8) N () = Z 10 1  1v(t; ) dt; '(t; ) = t+ Z 1t 1  1v(s; ) ds;then(3.9) Z t0 dsv(s; ) = '(t; )  N ():Let us introduce the new pair of solutions of (1.2)(3.10) C(t; ) = pv cos'(t; ); S(t; ) = pv sin'(t; ):From here it is clear that the zeros of C(t; ) and the ones of cos t will be asymp-totically equal when t!1. The same observation is true for the zeros of S(t; )and the function sin t, too. Owing to (3.8) we have @'@ = R1t (v=v2) ds, hence(3.11) Q1(t; ) =  C S@@C @@S  = v(t; ) Z 1t v(s; )v2(s; )ds:Let us mention that the convergence of the integral R1t v(s; )=v2(s; )ds fol-lows from [7].The relation between the pairs of the solutions x0(t; ), y0(t; ) and C(t; ),S(t; ) can be established by making use of (3.9):(3.12) x0(t; ) = cos(N ())C(t; ) + sin(N ())S(t; );y0(t; ) = cos(N ())S(t; )  sin(N ())C(t; );or equivalently(3.13) C(t; ) = cos(N ())x0(t; )  sin(N ()) y0(t; );S(t; ) = sin(N ())x0(t; ) + cos(N ()) y0(t; ):In the same way we nd from (3.6), (3.11)(3.14) Q1(t; )  Q0(t; ) = v(t; )dN ()d :Since by (3.11) we have limt!1Q1(t; ) = 0, we obtain from (2.5), (3.14)(3.15) dN ()d =   limt!1Q0(t; ):
114 A. ELBERT, J. VOSMANSKY4. Application to the Bessel dierential equation.The transformed Bessel dierential equation which is relevant to (1.2) has theform(4.1) Z 00 + 1  2   1=4t2  Z = 0 t > 0and a principal pair of its solutions is qt2 J(t); qt2 Y(t), where J(t), Y(t)are the standard Bessel functions of order  (see [9]). The function v(t; ) givenby(4.2) v(t; ) = t2 [J2 (t) + Y 2 (t)]is the principal solution of the corresponding Appel equation (see [6]) and theNicholson formula ([9], p. 444)(4.3) v(t; ) = 4t Z 10 K0(2tsinhs)cosh(2s) dsprovides an ecient tool for the investigations.In particular, for  = 1=2 we have the pair of solutions sin t and   cos t, accord-ingly and v(t; 1=2)  1.The dierential equation (4.1) is singular but not oscillatory at t = 0 | except = 1=2 when there is no singularity at all | and limt!0+ J(t)=Y(t) = 0,limt!0+ Y(t) =  1, which imply the representation in the spirit of (3.6)(4.4) x0(t; ) =  rt2 Y(t); y0(t; ) =rt2 J(t):By (3.6) the function Q0(t; ) in (3.7) isQ0(t; ) = t2  J(t) @@Y(t)  Y(t) @@J(t)hence by the Watson formula [9, p. 445](4.5) Q0(t; ) =  2t Z 10 K0(2t sinh s) e 2s ds:Making use of the integral ([9, p. 388])(4.6) Z 10 K0(u)u 1du = 2 2 2(2 );we obtain by (4.5)(4.7) limt!1Q0(t; ) =   Z 10 K0(u) du =  2 ;  2 Rwhich will be the main ingradient in proving the next theorem.
SOLUTIONS OF BESSEL EQUATIONS WITH COMMON ZERO AT INFINITY 115Theorem 4.1. In the case of Bessel dierential equation (4.1) the function N ()dened by (3.8) has the form(4.8) N () = 2 (jj   12):Proof. By the denition of N () in (3.8) and by (4.3) we nd N ( ) = N (),i.e. N () is even function of . Hence it will be sucient to consider the case > 0.From (3.15), (4.7) we have N 0() = =2, hence N () = =2 + const. Partic-ularly, for  = 1=2 it is v(t; 1=2)  1, hence in (3.8) we nd N (1=2) = 0 whichsupplies the value of constant for N (). In possesion of the formula (4.8), the formulas (3.13), (4.4) suggest the followingpair of solutions of the Bessel dierential equation:(4.9) S(t) =   sin(2 (   12))Y(t) + cos(2 (   12))J(t)C(t) =   cos(2 (   12))Y(t)   sin(2 (   12))J(t):For noninteger  we have alsoS(t) = sin +1=22 J(t) + sin  1=22 J (t)sin ;C(t) =  cos +1=22 J(t)  cos  1=22 J (t)sin  :It is not dicult to check that S (t) = S(t), C (t) = C(t). This symme-try with respect to  is reected a little also by (4.3) where clearly the relationv(t; ) = v(t; ) holds.Now we are going to investigate the zero c() of the linear combinationcosS(t) + sinC(t). By the above mentioned symmetry we have that thefunction c() is even function and it exists for  0() <  < 0() with some0(). By (3.8) we have the impicite equation for c():c() + Z 1c()(1  1v(s; ) )ds = :Here the left hand side expression is a stricly increasing function of c = c() > 0for xed , therefore by (3.8), (4.8) > Z 10 (1  1v(s; ) )ds = N () = 2 (jj   12)which implies that 0() = 2+ 12 and c() is dened on  (2+ 12 ) <  < 2+ 12 ,moreover c() exists only for  >  14 .
116 A. ELBERT, J. VOSMANSKYAnother observation can be made also. In case  > 0 c() is dened also at = 12 and recalling the fact that v(t; 12)  1 we obtain the relation c(12 ) = ,too.On the other hand, by making use of the asymptotic expansions of the functionsJ(t) and Y(t) for large values of t from [9, p.199], we may obtainc() =  + 1  428 +O( 13 ) as !1:Due to the symmetry c() = c( ), we can restrict our investigations to theinterval [0; 0()).By (2.8), (3.11) we have dc=d =  Q1(c; ), and by (3.14), (4.8) Q1(t; ) =Q0(t; )+ 2 v(t; ), and making use of the Watson formula (4.5) and the Nicholsonformula (4.3) we getQ1(t; ) = 2t Z 10 K0(2tsinhs)sinh(2s) dswhich gives the (nonlinear) dierential equation for the zero c = c()(4.10) c0 = dcd =  2c Z 10 K0(2c sinh t)sinh 2t dt:On the behaviour of the function c() we have got the following results.Theorem 4.2. The zero function c() is dened on ( 12 2; 2+ 12) for  >  14 ,it is symmetric with respect to  = 0, i.e. c( ) = c(), moreover it is concaveif jj  12 and also in the case when c() > 2(1  2jj) for  12    12 .Proof. First we calculate the function d2cd2 = c00:c00 =   2c0 Z 10 K0(2c sinh)sinh 2t dt  2c Z 10 K00(2c sinh t)2c0sinh t  sinh 2 t   2c Z 10 K0(2c sinh t)cosh2t  2t dt:Integrating by parts in the second term on the right hand side, we obtain2c0 Z 10 K 00(2c sinh t)2c cosh t sinh tcosh t sinh 2t dt == [2c0K0(2c sinh t)tanh t  sinh 2 t]10   2c0 Z 10 K0(2c sinh t)  1cosh2t sinh 2 t+ 2 tanh t  cosh 2 t dt ;hence(4.11)c00 =  2 Z 10 K0(2c sinh t) t cosh 2 t c0 tanh2t  tanh 2 t   2 tanh tt + 2c dt :
SOLUTIONS OF BESSEL EQUATIONS WITH COMMON ZERO AT INFINITY 117Since K0(u) > 0 for u > 0, we have c0 < 0 for  > 0, moreover for   1=2tanh2 t  tanh 2 t  2 tanh t = tanh t [tanh t  tanh 2 t  2]< 0;hence c00() < 0 for   1=2. An inspection at (4.11) shows that c00 < 0 if  = 0,too. On the interval (0; 1=2) we need more sophisticated investigation. First wederive a lower bound for c0(). Due to the convexity of the function sinh t for t > 0we have sinh 2 t2 < sinh t1 < cosh t ;hence by (4.10) and [9, p. 388] for 0 <  < 12(4.12) c0() >  2Z 10 K0(2c sinh t)2c cosh t dt =  2Z 10 K0(u) du =   :Then we are going to show the relationtanh2 t  tanh 2 t   2 tanh t2 (1  2) t < 1 for t > 0; 0 <  < 12 ;or equivalently | using the notation  = 2 |(4.13) (t; ) = (1 )t  tanh2t  tanht+tanh t > 0 for t > 0; 0 <  < 1 :Fix the value t and calculate @@ , @2@2 , we obtain@@ = (1  2)t   tanh2t tcosh2t + tanh t;@2@2 =  2t 1  t tanh2 t  sinhtcosh3t :(4.14)Observing that maxu0 sinhucosh3u = maxu0 ftanhu   tanh3 ug = max0x1fx   x3g = 23p3 ,we dene the value t0 by the relationt0 tanh2t0 = 3p32 :We nd t0 = 2:650426 : : : and from (4.14) @2@2  0 for 0  t  t0, 0    1. Onthe other hand (t; 0) = 0, (t; 1) = tanh t   tanh3 t > 0, hence the concavity of(t; ) with respect to  proves the relation (4.13) for 0  t  t0, 0    1.
118 A. ELBERT, J. VOSMANSKYOur another observation is concerned with the function tanhu=u. Sinced2du2 tanhuu  = S(u)cosh2 uwhere(4.15) S(u) = sinh 2u  2u  2u2 tanhuu3 = 1Xi=1 (2u)2i+1(2i + 1)!u3   2tanhuuand S(u) is increasing function of u for u > 0, S(0) < 0, limu!1S(u) =1, there ex-ists unique u 2 (0;1) where S(u) = 0. Numerically we get u = :919937668 : : : .For our purpose it will be also important the value u1 = 1:6140830 : : :, where thetangent of the curve tanhu=u goes through (0; 1). Let the function  (u) be denedby the relation  (u) =8<: tanhuu u  u11 + uu1 ( tanh u1u1   1) 0  u  u1:Then  (u) is convex function and tanhu=u   (u) for u  0. Since  (0) = 1, theconvexity of  (u) implies the relation(4.16) 1   +  (t)   (t) for t > 0; 0    1:Let  (t; ) be dened as (t; ) = (t; )t = 1     tanh2 t tanh tt + tanh tt t  t0 :Particularly we have  (t; 0) = 1   tanh2t + tanh tt > 0,  (t; 1) = tanh tt (1  tanh2 t) > 0. We nd that  (t; )  (1   ) (t; 0) +   (t; 1) if and only if theinequality 1   +  tanh tt  tanh  t t holds. By denition of  (u) and (4.16) thisinequality holds if  t  u1, and we have got(4.17)  (t; ) > 0 if t  u1:Let u =  t, hence  = u=t, and we have  (t; ) = 	(t; u):	(t; u) = 1  ut   tanh2 t  tanhuu + tanh tt ; t  t0; u  t:Let u0 = tanh t0 = :990074 : : :. Then we have u0 > u and(4.18) 	(t; u) = 1  tanh2 t tanhuu + tanh t  ut > 0 for u  tanh t0 = u0 :
SOLUTIONS OF BESSEL EQUATIONS WITH COMMON ZERO AT INFINITY 119Finally, it remains the case u0 < u < u1, t  t0. By calculation we nd@2	(t; u)@u2 =   S(u)cosh2 u tanh2 twhere S(u) is the same as in (4.15). Since u is the unique zero of S(u) andu0 > u, we realize that 	(t; u) is concave function on u0  u  u1 for any xedt and the inequalities 	(t; u0) > 0, 	(t; u1) > 0 have been established in (4.17),(4.18), consequently 	(t; u) > 0 also on [u0; u1], which completes the proof of(4.13).Summing up our results, we get c00 < 0 if 2c + 2(1  2)c0 > 0 according to(4.11) and this inequality holds if we assume c > 2(1  2) when we make useof the inequality (4.12).Remark. For any xed  >  14 c = c() represents certain curve in the (; c)plane (c() is here the zero of linear combination of (4.9) so the common zero atinnity is considered).Let us calculate limc!0+ dd c(). We haveddcc() =  Q1(c; ); where Q1(t; )is in general case given in (3.11).For the Bessel functions we have for v(t; ) deened by (4.2) and any   0limt!0+ Z 1t v(s; )v2(s; ) ds = ddN () = 2Frobenius method shows (it follows also from the well known properties of theBessel functions) limt!0+ v(t; ) = 8><>: 1 for jj > 121 for jj = 120 for jj < 12so limt!0+Q1(t; ) = 8><>: 1 for jj > 12=2 for jj = 120 for jj < 12and limc!0+ dd c() = 8>><>>: +1 for  <  12 1 for  > 12=2 for  = 120 for jj < 12
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